The Texting Cheat Sheet

Part 1: Right After You Meet Her
This is the simple text you send her within minutes/hours of meeting her. Relax. You'll have plenty of time to ask her out – you don't need to squeeze it all in one text.

1. "Hey [Her Name], get home safe - [Your Name]" (Nighttime)
2. "Hey [Her Name], nice meeting you! - [Your Name]" (Day time)

Part 2: Setting Up the Date
The big thing here is to be assertive, lead, and show initiative. None of that "What do you feel like doing?" bullshit. Those guys don't get laid.

3. "Do you want to hang out sometime later this week?"
   Note: Use this to get the buy-in so that scheduling something is painless.
4. "What's your week look like?"
   Note: She should respond with 1-2 free nights for scheduling a date
5. "Let's grab a drink this week. There's a cool bar called [X] in [City]. What works better for you, Tuesday or Thursday night?"

Part 3: After the First Date
You don't have to overthink it - you've already been out with her. So keep it simple. You should already have a good idea whether you like her or not.

4. "Had fun last night! Hope you got home safe" (Day after)
5. "Do you wanna hang out sometime next week?"
6. "Hey, a bunch of us are heading over to [fun activity/place]. You and your friends should come through!"
   Note: This adds value because it shows that you're a cool guy with friends, who does fun things. It sounds simple but it is a powerful signal.
7. "Let's cook dinner and have some wine (on my rooftop) this week."
   Note: Bonus points if you have a rooftop or something cool at your place.

Part 4: After Sex
8. "Hey [Her Name], had an awesome time yesterday :)
   Note: As a rule, you should usually text her the next day after sex – it's the nice thing to do and she won't feel like you used her.

Part 5: Sexting
Caution: Make sure you only use these after you have sex, and maybe not with a really prude girl. Anything descriptive or imaginative will work well.

10. "I can't stop thinking about your wet pussy dripping all over my cock."
11. "I want to tie you up to my bed post and fuck you all night."
12. "I can't wait to make you cum over and over again."

Part 6: Reinitiating Contact
13. "Hey [Name], I'll cut this BS. You're one of the most attractive girls I've met in [Your City], and we should get together soon and either grab a drink or rob a bank. Whatever you're in the mood for."
14. "I just met your twin."

Part 7: Online Dating Openers
15. "Drinks?"
   Note: This is simple. My friends and I have used it as the first message on Tinder many times – and we've gotten many dates from it.
16. "Hey [NAME] honestly I think we're perfect for each other."
   Note: When they ask why, say "Because we're both attractive and [pick something funny from their photos]. For example, 'We're both attractive and have the same pajamas.'"
17. "You seem oddly up my alley."
18. "Hey [NAME] I gotta be honest, I really like your style."

Bonus: Funny Banter
Funny banter is great to do the day after you meet her. The best way to do this is to "call back" on something you talked about when you met. Here, I'll give you examples from my life:

1. "Hey [name], you inspired me to try the Taco Bell breakfast this morning. It was out of this world, and I don't even believe in aliens."
2. "Hey [name], hips are still sore from all that salsa dancing. You need to go easy on me next time!"
3. "Hey [name], almost had a nervous breakdown today. Overwhelmed with self-consciousness over my abundance of plaid shirts."